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ABSTRACT
The Controller Area Network (CAN) protocol requires strict tolerances from reference bit clocks, which are generally met using quartz crystal oscillators or ceramic resonators. The TMS320F2803x, TMS320F2805x, and TMS320F2806x microcontrollers use an on-chip zero-pin oscillator with no external components as a reference clock for the CAN bootloader. This oscillator's tolerance is sufficient at room temperature, but not across the full operating temperature range of the device. To use the CAN bootloader at all temperatures, it is necessary to re-trim the oscillator using the on-chip temperature sensor. The re-trim code can be programmed into the OTP memory to allow the entire Flash memory to be reprogrammed during the boot load process.

Project collateral and source code discussed in this application report can be downloaded from the following URL: http://www.ti.com/lit/zip/spraby7.
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1 Introduction

Application code on the Piccolo series of devices can invoke the CAN bootloader in ROM as part of its firmware update routine. The advantage of using the ROM bootloader is that the entire Flash memory can be erased and programmed without needing to implement RAM functions in the application or use a debugger and a IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990, IEEE Standard Test Access Port and Boundary-Scan Architecture (JTAG) interface.

When run as part of the boot ROM startup process, the CAN bootloader uses the on-chip oscillator with its default room temperature trim. This is sufficient for temperature-controlled manufacturing processes, but run-time firmware updates may need to work beyond 25°C. To support this, the application can re-trim the on-chip oscillator using the on-chip temperature sensor. To maintain the simplicity of using the ROM bootloader, the re-trim routine can be programmed into the device's OTP memory.

This application report will demonstrate the procedure for TMS320F2806x devices. Trim functions are available as part of controlSUITE™. A description of the oscillator compensation method can be found in the Oscillator Compensation Guide (SPRAB84). A description of the CAN bootloader functionality can be found in the Boot ROM section of the TMS320x2806x Piccolo Technical Reference Manual (SPRUH18).

2 Implementation

There are four steps in the temperature-compensated boot load process that must be performed with the PLL bypassed. The code shown here uses the support functions and register definitions included in controlSUITE.

The first step is to connect the ADC to the temperature sensor and sample the temperature:

```c
// Initialize the ADC and connect it to the temperature sensor
InitAdc();
EALLOW;
AdcRegs.ADCCTL2.bit.ADCNONOVERLAP = 1; //Enable non-overlap mode
AdcRegs.ADCCTL1.bit.TEMPCONV = 1; //Connect channel A5 internally to the temperature sensor
AdcRegs.ADCCON0CTL.bit.CHSEL = 5; //Set SOC0 channel select to ADCINA5
AdcRegs.ADCCON0CTL.bit.ACQPS = 25; //Set SOC0 acquisition period to 26 ADCCLK
AdcRegs.INTSEL1N2.bit.INT1SEL = 0; //Connect ADCINT1 to EOC0
AdcRegs.INTSEL1N2.bit.INT1E = 1; //Enable ADCINT1

//Wait for end of conversion.
while(AdcRegs.ADCINTFLG.bit.ADCINT1 == 0) {} //Wait for ADCINT1
AdcRegs.ADCINTFLGCLR.bit.ADCINT1 = 1; //Clear ADCINT1
asm(" RPT #255 || NOP");

//Get temp sensor sample result from SOC1
sample = AdcResult.ADCRESULT0;
```

The second step is to call the oscillator compensation functions with the sample value:

```c
Osc1Comp(sample);
Osc2Comp(sample);
```
The third step is to invoke the CAN bootloader in ROM. On F2803x devices, the CAN bootloader function starts at address 0x3ff641. On F2805x devices, the function starts at address 0x3fff01. On F2806x devices, the function starts at address 0x3ff4fc. This function takes no arguments and returns a 32-bit value containing the entry point from the loader data stream. The easiest way to invoke the bootloader is with a function pointer:

```c
Uint32 (*CAN_Boot_ptr)(void) = (Uint32 (*)(void))0x3ff4fc;
//After calling Osc1Comp() and Osc2Comp()
entryAddr = (*CAN_Boot_ptr)();
```

To better support flash reprogramming, it is convenient to program these compensation and wrapper functions into the flash OTP memory. The two provided files show how to do this. HT_CAN_Boot_Wrapper.c contains the compensation and bootloader wrapper functionality described above. HT_CAN_Boot_Wrapper.cmd is a linker command file that assigns these functions to OTP addresses.

Specifying the load address for a function involves three steps.

The first step is to define a memory region in page 0 in the linker command file. Here, two regions are defined: one for the main wrapper function and one for the ADC and compensation routines. This allows the main wrapper function to have a known address that can be referred to in the application code:

```cmd
OTP_CALLADDR : origin = 0x3D7840, length = 0x000040 /* on-chip OTP -- specific address for the main wrapper function */
OTP_FUNCS : origin = 0x3D7880, length = 0x000380 /* on-chip OTP -- wrapper support functions */
```

The second step is to create an assembly section for the function or functions that will be loaded into the memory region. Here, two sections are defined: one for each region:

```asm
/* High-temp CAN bootloader wrapper functions */
LoaderWrapper : > OTP_CALLADDR, PAGE = 0
LoaderWrapperFuncs : > OTP_FUNCS, PAGE = 0
```
The final step is to use the CODE SECTION #pragma to assign individual functions to assembly sections:

```c
#pragma CODE_SECTION(CompensatedCANBootLoader, "LoaderWrapper")
void CompensatedCANBootLoader(void) 
{ ... 
}

#pragma CODE_SECTION(InitAdc, "LoaderWrapperFuncs")
void InitAdc(void) 
{ ... 
}

#pragma CODE_SECTION(Osc1Comp, "LoaderWrapperFuncs")
void Osc1Comp (int16 sensorSample) 
{ ... 
}

#pragma CODE_SECTION(Osc2Comp, "LoaderWrapperFuncs")
void Osc2Comp (int16 sensorSample) 
{ ... 
}

#pragma CODE_SECTION(GetOscTrimValue, "LoaderWrapperFuncs")
Uint16 GetOscTrimValue(int Coarse, int Fine) 
{ ... 
}
```

With this done, the resulting .out file will have the desired load and run addresses for the functions.

3 References

- Oscillator Compensation Guide (SPRAB84)
- TMS320x2806x Piccolo Technical Reference Manual (SPRUH18)
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